
Improve your residents'
well-being and staff mobility

with perfect WiFi
and smart connectivity

SENIOR LIVING



An all-inclusive WiFi and Fibre solution

New technologies make it possible to both reduce the isolation of residents and 
facilitate the work of staff in senior living. Video calls, telemedicine, home 
automation systems… the list of innovations out there to improve the well-being 
of senior residents while optimising the working conditions of care staff is 
growing.

All these technologies have one thing in common: they need efficient and 
secure internet access.

Our intention was to create a WiFi network tailored to the needs of the 
senior residents, and this is exactly what was achieved. WiFi access is fast, 
reliable and most importantly very easy to use. Just one click and users 
are online and able to keep in touch with their loved ones.
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A unified network for all your needs

Wifirst connects all your wired and wireless services on a single, secure and 
resilient network.

● Patients/residents: keep in touch with family and friends and benefit from
better medical care

● Visitors: benefit from a fully secured WiFi access

● Medical and administrative staff: facilitate access and sharing of information,
and improve working conditions while on the move within establishments.
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Secure WiFi TV
& Chromecast

Guest portal Telephony Work
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IP Telephony CCTV Energy
management

Resident WiFi Network Resident IoT Network Staff WiFi network Staff IoT network

WiFi and IoT Terminal

We provide our client Korian with our captive portal solution for the 
patient/visitor WiFi in a hundred or so clinics (personalised portal, code 
management and CB payment platform, connection logs, usage statistics 
and quality of service management).



Fibre & Connected Services

To simplify the management of your multiple service providers, Wifirst acts as 
the single point of contact for all your connectivity issues.

Benefit from a dedicated contact person. In the event of an incident, only Wifirst 
is responsible  : an end to the ping pong of liabilities between service providers.

Dedicated fibre line (FTTO)

● Guaranteed and symmetrical
broadband

● Professional service commitments 
(4h GTR, 99.9% availability and 24/7 
support)

● Security and legal protections

Wifirst Center

● Cloud-based network management
platform

● Simplified management & advanced
features

● Marketing and operational data

Digital signage

● Infinite display possibilities

● Simplified management interface

● Cost-effective solution without
additional hardwaree



WITHOUT ROOM AREA NETWORK

Room Area Network: WiFi “better than at home”

In a standard collective WiFi architecture, all users are on the same network 
(same VLAN) and traffic segmentation is activated by default for obvious 
security reasons: in practice, this means that the connected equipment cannot 
see each other on the network. 

Wifirst created a secure connection bubble by developing the Room Area 
Network, based on Ruckus Wireless technology. With it, users connect to the 
secure network in their room with an individual WiFi password and can, for 
example, easily listen to music on a WiFi speaker, stream content from their 
smartphone to the TV in their room or control home automation systems.
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About Wifirst

Founded in 2002, Wifirst is the European leader in professional WiF services. A 
pioneer in the "connectivity as a service" approach, Wifirst is committed to 
continuous innovation in order to offer a network capable of absorbing the 
spectacular increase in Internet usage, to offer high value-added services and to 
make WiFi the technical foundation of its customers' digital transformation.

250,000
terminals operated

+20 years
of continuous innovation

300
employees


